
EAST  COAST  TRAVEL PACKAGE Sunila

Nostalgic, close to nature, peaceful and 
inspiring - Experience the journey of 
beautiful adjectives in Sunila, Kotka!

The overnight stay in Sunila is the mini-trip to the
architecture of Aalto, to the past and the present
community and Kotka’s marine nature.

The iconic Sunila is the architects Aino and Alvar 
Aalto’s largest complete residential area designed 
by both, a so-called forest suburb. During the trip we 
will not only explore Sunila’s history of the factory 
community and the region, but also the present day 
and the prospects for the future. Sunila forest suburb 
is relatively unknown gem in terms of tourism, so the 
package is suitable for all trend-setters. 

Kantola in Sunila was completed as the home of 
factory manager Lauri Kanto. Kantola architecture is 
typical Aalto. Its spacious exterior and modest look 
give way to a harmonious interior, bright and cosy 
spaces. Nature comes into the building through its 
large windows.

The group will dine in Kantola and there will be other 
activities on the trip. Accommodation will be provided 
in Kantola or in Airbnb apartments in Mäntylä, 
Kuusela or Honkala.

Staying the night in Sunila – a memorable 
journey through Aalto architecture 

The package includes:

   Accommodation in Sunila’s Kantola or in an  

       employment accommodation

   Guided tours in Sunila

   Self-guided and guided hiking in the area

   Architectural brunch or menu

Sunila forest suburb

Alvar and Aino Aalto architecture

Nature activities

The authenticity of the trip is enhanced by a guided 
walking tour from worker’s home to worker’s home 
and a storytelling architectural brunch during which 
you will hear among other things the story of the 
Aalto couple’s love for Italy and Finnish nature.



Target groups:

   Adventure travellers

   Activity hikers

   Groups of friends

   Architecture enthusiasts

   Architects and designers

An example price for a group of about 10 people:

Accommodation in Kantola and/or Sunila employment 
accommodations 95€ / 2 persons per night
Sunila’s Kantola 950€/day (possibility of 
accommodation to be agreed separately)
Kantola’s sauna 120€ / 4 h
Guided tours from 110€
Breakfast, lunch, and architectural brunch/menu 
from 90€/person
Guided sport activities from 25€/person

Kotka

Sunila

Project is funded by the European Union’s response to the covid-19 pandemic.


